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III - Predictions for CoRoT
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The CoRoTlux simulator

F Fressin – MSW – Planetary transits
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But

Monte-Carlo simulation instead of analytical calculation

Using observing telescopes light curves to help determining 
noise level and detection probability

I am using OGLE survey as an example
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I I -- CoRoTluxCoRoTlux: method: method

2.Add planetary companions

4.Estimate which planets are 
transiting and detectable

5.Stir & shake. Get results

3. Calculate planetary radii from 
evolution model

1.Generate randomly a stellar field
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1. Generate a stellar field

From preliminary observations data and 
catalogues 
(as much as possible …)

Missing data from galaxy models 
(mainly Besancon – Robin 2003)

Metallicity distribution from Nordstrom 2004
for solar neighbourhood

Stellar companions from Duquennoy-Mayor 
1991:
50 % dual stars (average mass ratio ~0.23)
10 % triple stars
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2. Giant planetary companions

1-From analytical distribution
Period distribution from Brown 2003
Mass distribution from Zucker –Mazhet 2001

2- Carbon copy of RV planets

Probability:
Metallicity link from Santos 2004

Mass / Period distribution:

OR
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3. Planetary radii : Radius anomaly

A link with host star metallicity – Guillot 2006
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3. Planetary radii from evolution models

A link with host star metallicity – Guillot 2006 
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4. Detection threshold

Red noise level 
extracted from the analysis of the light curves

Threshold considering red noise –
From Pont 2006

Sr = 9 as threshold

White noise level 
extrapolated from telescope calibration stars flux

Observation windows
Real observation Julian dates from light curves

Compute what is transiting (planets & stars), as a function of main 
and secondary radii, inclination, eccentricity
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Referenced transiting planets

From Pont’s 
Summary Table of parameters for transiting planets
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II II –– CoRoTluxCoRoTlux results interpretation:results interpretation:
Giant planets in the OGLE fieldGiant planets in the OGLE field

2. Characterization: planet (M, R, P) 
as a function of star (M, R, [Fe/H])

1. Quantitative analysis
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Quantitative information from OGLE analysis

x: missed detection

o: unconfirmable detection

+: detection

o: real OGLE planets
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Quantitative information from OGLE 
analysis: Red noise understanding

⇒ A fraction of the red noise level is a function of 
crowding

Bulge field

Carina field

⇒ σr = 2.6 + ICrowding x 0.4  mmag - for OGLE

σr = 3.1 mmag

σr = 3.6 mmag
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Quantitative information from OGLE 
analysis

=> VHJ (1 to 2 days) ~8 times less frequent than HJ (2 to 5 days)
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Distribution vs Metallicity for close-in planets

Unbiased model
No close-in planet for 
[Fe/H] less than -0.1

=> The metallicity bias is even stronger for 
close-in planets
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Mass-period diagram

⇒ Agreement between transits and RV 
⇒ No very close-in low mass giant planet ?
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A GravityA Gravity--Orbital Distance Correlation?Orbital Distance Correlation?
(Noyes 2006)(Noyes 2006)
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A GravityA Gravity--Orbital Distance Correlation?Orbital Distance Correlation?

no 
planets

Harder to 
detect
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Mass-radius diagram for transiting planets

few small-size giant planets are expected
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Mass-radius diagram for transiting planets
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Mass-radius diagram for transiting planets
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1 initial run (60 days)

5 long runs (150 days)
> 3 runs towards Galactic center field
> 2 runs towards Anti-center

5-10 short runs (21 days)

Total of ~170.000 stars observed

III – Predictions for CoRoT yield:
Full observation campaign
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Predicting the yield of CoRoT:
ingredients for CoRoTlux

Stellar Distribution
From preliminary observations

(referenced in CoRoT - EXODAT database -
from INT telescope wide field camera observations - La Palma)

Planet distribution
Giant planets

As for OGLE
Small planets (preliminary)

Distribution from Ida & Lin 2005
Log distribution in mass

Photometric precision : red noise level
0.5 mmag from official initial chart
2.1 mmag from CoRoT blind tests (0.5 after detrending)
~1 mmag for partially detrented real light curves

To be replaced by Alibert model
Evolution model for Hot Neptunes
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Predicting the yield of CoRoT
Giant planets

10-15 % will have period over 10 days
~1 % over 30 days

But getting multiple transits (with long period 
observations) could be the key for Transit timing finds
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Predicting the yield of CoRoT:
False transits

Galactic Center field
Grazing eclipse 11
Low mass companion 17
Background eclipse 38
Triple star 7

Anticenter field
Grazing eclipse 9
Low mass companion 18
Background eclipse 29
Triple star 7

Total for CoRoT
(10 short runs & 5 long runs)
Grazing eclipse 93
Low mass companion 159
Background eclipse 245
Triple star 54

Total of false transits ~550

(Just for 0.5 % and deeper events):
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Predicting the yield of CoRoT:
Complete survey Yield

~550 False transits to discriminate (just for 0.5+ % events)
> using light-curves, colour information
> ground-based follow-up

~25 ‘Small planets’ (10 to 100 earth masses)
majority from long runs

~80 Hot Jupiter (0.3+ Mjup) – majority from short runs
> 10-15 % with period more than 10 days
> ~1 % with period more than 30 days
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Earths – Super-Earths ?
Unanswered questions …

-What is the exact sub-millimag red noise level of CoRoT ? 

-Is stellar variability the ultimate limit of transit search ? 

-What is the distribution of short period terrestrial planets ?

-Will we ‘dig’ as far considering the expected number of false transits at 
this photometric precision ?

-If threshold too high, how many flying fishes ? 

-What lies in the huge NASA Ames hangar behind us ?

-Does Harry Potter survive ? 

~2 earth radius detections possible
but their number is tricky to estimate 

~1 earth radius planets detections 
‘highly lucky’
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Conclusion: simulating transit surveys

Predict the yield of surveys (~100 planets for CoRoT)
Estimate the  number of false transits

- discreditable in light curve
- requiring RV follow-up (and how long)
- couldn’t be confirmed

Optimize the optimal settings for future surveys

Test planetary formation/evolution models
Understand planets distribution as a function of stellar 

characteristics
Constrain formation, evaporation, migration conditions and 

limits 
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Vesc : escape velocity from the surface of the planet

Vorb : orbital velocity of the planet
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Vesc : escape velocity from the surface of the planet

Vorb : orbital velocity of the planet

1 - Safronov number, which essentially
measures the efficiency with which a 
planet scatters other bodies, plays an 
important role in determining
when a planet halts its migration.

2 - difference in  is a consequence of the 
fact that some of the planets have lost a 
markedly larger fraction of their mass 
through some form of evaporation. This 
scenario requires that many of the Class II 
planets lose 50–60% of their initial mass.
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Mass-radius diagram for transiting planets

few small-size giant planets are expected
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Mass-radius relations

Guillot ARE&PS (2005)
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